mns with decorative capitals around the balco
ailing, and ornate moldings almost everywhe
inted and gilded. What appeared to be natur
ain or the veining in stone in many instances was p
t a p work, an architectural embellishment much used
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Exposition of 1915.) One memorable ornament f
Culbertson Hall has been preserved: the bas-relief
plaster) of the nine Muses that hung at the top of the
proscenium arch. Usinga light to1
workmen removed this in one piel
until a suitable new location is foi
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gamerings, concerts, ana exniDiiions. r o r many
students were reauired to attend the assembliesincluded several hundred hymnals.

Culbertson has, in fact, been a home for a wide range
of activities-classical dramas that utilized all-male casts,
modern comedies, and musicals about faculty achievements; folk dancing classes for the children of the faculty,
ballroom dancing classes for students, and modern dance
classes for anyone with an interest and the necessary
agility; Glee Club rehearsals and concerts; an occasional
student wedding; and a succession of film series. One of
the last exhibits in Culbertson was a display of moonrocks
from the Apollo 11 mission. Thousands of people visited it.
The bench that ran around the perimeter of the
auditorium was the only permanent seating, so it took a
certain amount of stamina to attend the Culbertson
offerings.Anything that lasted too long tended to induce
anatomical agonies from the slatted wood seats on the
main floor or the vision-blocking pillars in the balcony.
Nevertheless, Culbertson's official 500-seat capacity was
often taxed, and a really popular speaker was likely to
have 50 to 100 people clustered behind him on the
platform in addition to a full house out front.
Originally the lower level of Culbertson included stage
dressing rooms, rest rooms, a kitchen, and a six-table
billiard room. Beginning in 1941 this part of the building
was for 17 years the home of the Caltechlndustrial
Relations Center, except during World War I1 when the
whole building was taken over by the Air Force.
After completion of Beckman Auditorium in 1963
there was less and less need for Culbertson, and eventually
the space it occupied became more valuable than the
building itself. Baxter Hall-with its Ramo Auditorium,
humanities lecture hall, and its exhibit rooms~openedin
1971 and almost eliminated use of Culbertson's increasingly shabby and outmoded facilities. Earthquake damage
and Caltech's need to house its expanding program in
geophysics and planetary science supplied the final push
in the decision for demolition.

